Two machine learning techniques were developed to extract human settlements from very high resolution (VHR) satellite images of 3 provinces in Afghanistan: Logar, Panjsher, and Wardak. The results were then compared with analyst verified reference data information known as the LandScan Settlement Layer (LandScan SL).
INTRODUCTION
An automated approach to extract human settlements from satellite imagery has been fueled by many applications including: humanitarian response, disaster relief, city development planning, slum monitoring, identifying villages, and population estimation. Exploitation of very high resolution (VHR) commercial satellite imagery increases settlement and building extraction accuracy far beyond capability afforded by previous sensor systems. Advancements in commercial imagery, including high availability, increasing spatial and temporal resolution, and improved spectral information, provide a robust combination of statistical parameters that can be harnessed to develop enhanced monitoring and machine learning techniques. The imagery used for this study was acquired by WorldView 1, WorldView 2, and WorldView 3 satellites from DigitalGlobe. [2] The approximate resolution for the image strips used in this study for WorldView 1 and WorldView 2 are 0.5 meter and WorldView 3 are 0.3-0.4 meter.
The task of identifying settlements at large scale is challenging in itself and highly critical for us when our LandScan SL is used as a proxy for high resolution population estimation and village level identification. [1] Machine learning approaches are critical to being able to extract settlement information from VHR rapidly over large geographic areas. The importance of highly accurate settlement data necessitates the need to test multiple machine learning techniques in order to identify strengths and weaknesses. This paper specifically analyzes the differences in results between two workflows developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory : a SVM workflow and a Deep Convolutional Neural Network approach. Accuracy assessment was conducted by comparing both results with reference data data (LandScan SL) on a cell by cell basis (Figure 1 ) [3] .
RELATED WORK
There is a well established history of using machine learning techniques to extract settlement features from satellite imagery. Previous techniques started with utilizing more coarse resolution imagery such as MODIS and Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM). [4, 5] . We are seeing newer techniques tending to focus on VHR commercial satellite imagery and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). [6] The majority of studies in this field of research treat the settlement derived information as a land cover classification and utilize thematic accuracy techniques. The most basic method to assess accuracy is a visual evaluation to compare the image results with reference data information. Further analysis is needed to provide more accurate metrics. One technique commonly employed to start a simple evaluation is a confusion matrix. A confusion matrix is generally a table where the classes are defined against the reference data information. [7, 8] Another accuracy indicator used is the kappa coefficient. The derived kappa coefficient is a measure of agreement between a classification result and the reference data.The standard scale follows the following set of rules: a value of 0.8 or higher is considered strong, 0.4-0.8 is moderate, and less than 0.4 suggest a poor agreement. [8, 9] Other thematic accuracy indicators used, typically in combination, are precision, recall and F1 score. Precision is described as the relationship between true positives and the total number of true positives and false positives. Recall is defined as the relation of true positives to the total number of true positives and false negatives. For a classifier to be considered highly accurate, a combination of high recall and high precision must be achieved. In terms of land use classification, high precision equates to a low representation of commission and high recall to a low value of omission representing a balanced model. Precision and recall are often called user and producer accuracy respectively. [6] .The F1 score is considered the harmonic mean of the precision and recall values and attempts to describe the balance of the the two [10] .
METHODOLOGY
Two distinct but philosophically similar methods for delineating human settlement were utilized for this study. The first method (SVM) is a more localized semi-supervised classification technique that operates on image strip at a time, while the second (CNN) method functions by compiling a training set from multipleimage strips and applying a single model across a very large geographic area (typically country level). [1, 11] SVM employs a custom pixel based algorithm that is informed by analysts manually selecting a subset of 2048 by 2048 pixel tiles and delineating areas of both positive and negative training. This training is then used to generate a model incorporating a combination of feature extraction methods. For this study histogram oriented gradients/grey level co-occurrence matrix (HOGGLCM) and texture-based feature extraction (TEXTONS) techniques were combined to generate multi-view features. [12, 11, 1] Results were generated for the three Afghanistan provinces by processing 111 scenes from 32 image strips of WorldView 1, WorldView 2, and WorldView 3 imagery. A unique model was trained for each image strip and then applied to the entirety of that image strip [11] .
The second approach is based on a workflow employing deep learning techniques i.e. a deep convolutional neural network. For the CNN, the training data consists of 40, 000 image patches, each of size 144 × 144 pixels, that are equally split between two classes, i.e. the settlement and non-settlement classes. The corresponding binary label is defined to characterize the presence or absence of settlement(s) from the input image. Herein, a single settlement structure is observed to span a block region of 16 × 16 pixels. We further conduct a neighborhood mapping illustration on a different geographic location with an additional 20, 000 image patches. The CNN architecture consists of seven weight layers including four convolutional layers, two fully connected layers, and three maxpooling layers. Pool layers are configured after each convolutional layer. CNN model parameters are obtained via a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) technique based on the back-propagation framework. The SGD learning rate is set to 0.00273 via a full hyper-parameter gridsearch, while the activation is performed with ReLU, filter weights initialized from a normal distribution, and the batch size set to 150 [13, 14, 15] .
With complete settlement layers generated for both methods in three Afghanistan provinces and standardized to a cell-size of 0.25 arc-seconds, results were then compared to reference data data on a cell by cell basis generating statistical values for: settlement commission, settlement omission, total incorrect cells, percentage of incorrect cells, precision, recall and F1 score (Figure 2 ). 
RESULTS
When the results for the two methodologies are examined by province some noticeable trends emerge. In Logar, SVM produced far more settlement commission while CNN generated far more settlement omission ( Table 1) . The sum of settlement commission and settlement omission highlighted how many more total incorrect cells the SVM method yielded than did CNN. These findings are also replicated in the Panjsher province. Wardak results told a different story than either of the first two provinces. In this case CNN created both more settlement commission and settlement omission. As a result this generated far more incorrect cells than the SVM method. Upon evaluating the results in terms of the accuracy metrics: precision, recall, and F1 score, the previous tendencies are further highlighted. This study attempts only a binary classification, therefore these metrics are described within the context of settlement. As expected the settlement commission and settlement omission values produced for Logar and Panjsher are reflected in the precision and recall scores ( Table 2 ). Of note is the difference in F1 scores as SVM yielded the higher score in Logar while CNN presented the higher score in Panjsher. Due to the superior settlement commission and settlement omission results in Wardak, SVM produced the better precision and recall scores which, as expected, generated a higher F1 score as well.
Observable trends among the province results are significant enough to be seen when the provinces are combined as well (Total Values in Table 1 and 2). Across the combined results, SVM produced more settlement commission while CNN generated more settlement omission.The high recall value in total SVM brought the F1 score up as well compared to CNN.The percentage of cells incorrect overall between SVM and CNN is comparable due to a 0.03 difference.
CONCLUSIONS
Results from the SVM and CNN are comparable across the spatial extent of the reference evaluation (Table 2) . Visual references can be seen in Figure 2 . Overall, the SVM produced more commission cells while the CNN produced more omission. However, as a whole, the CNN classified more cells correctly than the SVM. The primary difference in accuracy between the two methods can partly be attributed to how training is collected. SVM training is manually developed by analysts at the image strip level. Thus, training data and SVM models are tailored to each individual image strip. Conversely, the CNN is a more generalized approach with training data developed and collected over an entire region. This can be seen in the high recall values for the SVM results. This high recall, 83.63 overall, relates directly to a low omission error.
On-going research suggests SVM is far more sensitive to temporal and spatial changes across image strips and the resulting influence on radiometric variation. Current parameters being studied include the variations in sensor characteristics at the time of image strip collection, such as: sun elevation, sun azimuth, off-nadir angles, resolution, and acquisition date (to incorporate seasonal variability). Preliminary research suggests that combining image collection parameters and derived image statistics into defined ranges provides better overall training samples and settlement results.
With regard to time expenditure and manual involvement, the SVM is far more intensive as well. For context, the previously mentioned provinces in Afghanistan required 2-3 weeks to train and create models using the SVM approach, averaging between 8-10 image strips a day. On the other hand, training and model creation for the CNN was collected in one week. In summary, SVM had better accuracy metrics due primarily to its localization strategy, but CNN would be the preferred method for large scale production when expenditure and manual involvement is factored in. 
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